A PROPOSAL FOR VALIDATION AND TESTING TOOLS


There are two technical problems associated with validation and the testing of validation of xml instances of any complexity. These problems are as follows:

	That not all implementations of a validating technology, in general XML Schema, can be counted on to behave the same. This means that a validation constraint tested with one implementation and found to work will not necessarily work with another. 

That many xml formats have requirements for context dependent validation, such as is provided by Schematron. In such cases a test of validity can expand beyond just a valid and not valid instance dependent as to how complex the descriptive context of validation is. 
These technical problems lead to the following organizational problems for ITST

	Communication of validity problems with customers can be complicated because the customer has a different processor than ITST.

Generation of instances that match all validity constraints will be beyond the resources of ITST. This will of course become a bigger and bigger problem the more that complex xml formats are brought into the OIOXML project. 
ITST will come to lack resources for validation of all possible validatable constructs in a complex xml format. 


I propose the following as a way to solve these organizational problems


By establishing an official web service to handle posts of xml instances marked up with assertions regarding the validity of those instances. 
The service would receive instances, process out assertions regarding the validity of the instances, update a database with this validity information, run a validation against the instance, compare the error report of the validation with the asserted validity and return pertinent information to the requester.

This would require the definition of a new xml format as follows:

Error Assertion Markup

This format uses a number of namespace-qualified attributes on an instance to make assertions about that instance, and a number of namespace qualified elements to provide contact information for the customer making the assertion, as an example the following fragment:

<Invoice xmlns="http://rep.oio.dk/ubl/xml/schemas/0p71/pie/" xmlns:com="http://rep.oio.dk/ubl/xml/schemas/0p71/common/" xmlns:main="http://rep.oio.dk/ubl/xml/schemas/0p71/maindoc/" 
xmlns:eam=”http://rep.oio.dk/oio/eam/”>
<eam:asserter>
<!—This will be defined later-->
</eam:asserter>
	<com:ID>2296</com:ID>
	<com:IssueDate>2004-10-13</com:IssueDate>
	<com:TypeCode>PIE</com:TypeCode>
	<main:InvoiceCurrencyCode>DKK</main:InvoiceCurrencyCode>
	<com:BuyersReferenceID eam:assert=”invalid” eam:validationType=”schematron” eam:assertionConfirmation=”UblInvoice.sch” eam:assertersReason=”The BuyersReferenceID is not a correctly formatted EAN number” eam:expectedValidationMessage=”BuyersReferenceID is not formatted as a proper EAN number”>5798000116642</com:BuyersReferenceID>

Which would be interpreted by the service as follows:

The element com:BuyersReferenceID should return an invalid response from processing the instance document with the schematron schema UblInvoice.sch. According to the asserter who has posted this instance the reason why they expect this element to return an invalid response is that “The BuyersReferenceID is not a correctly formatted EAN number”, the message that they expect our processor to respond with is “BuyersReferenceID is not formatted as a proper EAN number”  (the purpose of this attribute has to do with the fact that Schematron schemas can specify the error response for the validation constraints.)

I propose the following Attributes in the eam namespace:

	eam:assert: Takes either the value invalid or valid. Without an assertion of either validity or invalidity testing of that element will not take place, however if there are other attributes in the eam namespace on the element without an assertion the asserter will be informed that there was an element in their message that lacked an eam:assert but had other eam declarations. 

eam:validationType: an enumeration list, Schema, Schematron currently only ones supported. 
eam:assertionConfirmation: the name of a validating document found under the namespace of the document element or is found in a rddl reference within that namespace when dereferenced. 
 eam:assertersReason: The reason for making the eam:assert assertion that the element is either valid or invalid. 
eam:expectedValidationMessage: The asserter expects that our validator running the particular document referenced in assertionConfirmation will give this particular string as a its error report. This attribute will be ignored without an assertionConfirmation attribute. 
eam:referenceURI: a uri that has a document giving the reason why the assert asserts that the element should be valid or invalid. This is useful in cases where we have an instance that the asserter assumes should be valid or invalid but for which our current validations does not provide an actual check.
eam:referenceText: the text from the referenceURI that gives a brief description as to why the asserter has asserted that the element is either valid or invalid. Ignored without a eam:referenceURI
eam:assertedErrorSource: an enumeration value, can be cardinality, attribute, textvalue, datatype, context
eam:validationResult: when the asserter validated the document themselves using the validator described in ValidatorUsed was the element valid or invalid. 
eam: errorSourceWhenValidated: when the asserter validated the document themselves using the validator described in ValidatorUsed what was the defined errorSource
eam:ValidatorUsed

The eam:asserter element has not been defined as yet.

Errors are supposed to exist at the element level, if an error pertains to an attribute on that element it is still considered for the purpose of the service as an error on the element level.


REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SERVICE

Database tables required:


Table ‘Documents’
DocID
Namespace
ValidationStatus
AssertedValidationStauts
OwnerID
SchemaUsed
SchemaIsDefault
DateTimeSubmitted


Table ‘Assertions’
Assert
ValidationType
AssertionConfirmation
AssertionID
DocID 
AssertersReason
ExpectedValidationMessage
ReferenceURI
ReferenceText
AssertedErrorSource
ValidationResult
ErrorSourceWhenValidated
ValidatorUsed

Table “ValidatingLayer”
ValidatorName
ValidatorID


Table ValidationResult
FK_AssertionID
FK_ValidatorID
Valid

Note that the OwnerID under the documents table refers to the entity making assertions. This id can be used against another users table to send responses or updates. 


Scenarios

The following scenarios will be supported by this application:

	Tracking differences in validation status of OIOXML instances, how many instances are valid, not-valid, how good is user understanding of the validity requirements of a particular OIOXML format? Does this understanding change over time?

Building a response service on top of this which can respond to customers making assertions that are either wrong or a bug that has not been dealt with. Could also be used to inform customers when their assertions have been fixed, for example if a customer asserts that element x in validator y should be valid but is invalid then we they can be informed when this problem is fixed. 
Having a common service for online validation, online validation having proved to be a useful service in the context of OIOXML Efaktura. 




